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INTRODUCTION
This pamphlet provides a description of S. 2350 (introduced by
Chairman Dole and Senator Long). the Subchapter S Revision Act
of 1982. The Senate Finance Committee has scheduled a public hearing on the bill on September 10, 1982.
The first part of the pamphlet is a background on subchapter S of
the Code. The second part is a summary of S. 2350. This is followed
in part three by a more detailed descrjption of present la,v and of the
1n·o,·iHions of th<' bill. Pnrt four <lN;crib<.>s otllC'l' Cong-ressional action
on this matter. Finally, part five is a statement on the estimated revenue effect of the bill.
(V)

I .. BACKGROUND
Legislative backgrou11d
For tax purposes, a corporation generally is treated as a separate
entity, apart from its shareholders. That is, income earned by the corporation is taxed to it, and distributions from the corporation ( either
as dividends or in liquidation) also are taxed to the shareholders. A
partnership, on the other hand, is not treated as a taxable entity :for
income tax purposes. Instead, the income o:f the partnership, whether
<listributed or not, is taxed to the partners, and distributions by the
partnership are generally tax-free.
.
In many instances, busmesses, especially small businesses, may wish
to incorporate for business reasons (for example, to obtain limited liability), bnt wonld prc>frr not. to ha vc> corporate> tax treatment. The
noncorporate tax treatment may be preferred where the owners wish
to have corporate losses pass through to their individua_l returns ( or
where most o:f the owners are taxed at individual income tax rates
which.are lower than the applicable corporate rate). Alternatively,
even if the owners are taxed at individual rates higher than the corporate rate, they may prefer noncorporate tax treatment-assuming they
expect to withdraw amounts of the income from the business-in order
to aYoid the. clid<lend tax on corporate distribntions.
In light of these considerations, the Congress enacted subchapter S
of the Internal Ren'mw Code> (se'cs. vn1 through 1~7f>) in 10:18. The
objectives of the legislation were to minimize the effect of Federal income taxes on choices of the form of business organization, and to permit the incorporation and operation of certain small busi:i.1esses without the incidence of income taxation at both the corporate and the
shareholder levels (S. Rept. No. 1983, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. 87 (1958)).
Because of the _passthrough of income and loss to the shareholders
of a subchapter S corporation, subchapter S is often described as a
method of taxing corporations as if they were partnerships. In :fact,
there are a number of significant di:fferences in tax treatment under
the partnership provisions (subchapter K) and the subchapter S provisions. For example, the partnership provisions provide a complete
passthrough of the tax characteristics of the items of income and deduction incurred by the partnership, while the subchapter S provisions do not proVIde such a passthrough ( except for capital gains).
Under the partnership provisions, a distribution that does not exceed
a partner's basis in his or her partnership interest generally is treated
ll8 a nontaxable return of capital. In many instances, a similar clistrilrntion to a subchapter R shareholder is trc>atc>d as a taxable distribntion. Under the partnership provisions, a loss carryover is allowed to
the extent that losses exceed a partner's basis in his or her partnership
interest as of the close of the year; in the comparable subchapter S
situation, no loss carryover is available.
(1)
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The experience of taxpnyers with subchapter S attests to many
"traps" for those not knowledgeable about its technical provisions.
These unintended adverse tax consequences most often involve (1) unintentional violation of the continuing c]igibility rules, resulting in
retroactive terminations of elections; (2) the making of taxable distributions which were intended to he tnx-free distributions of previously taxed income; and ( 3) a shareholder's having an insufficient
basis to absorb his or her share of the corporation's loss, resulting in
the permanent disa.Jlowance of that part of the loss.
The history of subchapter S also indica.tei, that knowledgeable taxpayers may have derivc>d some nnintend<'d hC'nefits from the subchapter S provisions. Examples of such benefits include the defenal
of income resulting from the selection of a taxable year for the
corporation which is different from that of the majority of its shareholders, and the use of the retroactive termination provisions of subchapter S to prevent the passthl'Ongh of a substantial amount of income
to the shareholders.
s. 2350
Since the enactment of subchapter S in 1958, various studies undertaken by govermnC'nt. and professional groups have recommended
revisions of subcha.pter S to simplify and modify its operation. A
study by the staff of the Joint Committee- on Tax·ation to simplify
subchapter S was published on April ao. 1980.1 S. 2350, like an identical House bill ( H.H. 6055), is ba::;ed largely on the recommendations
of that. st.11dy.~ In addition, com11H'nts haw bC'<'ll l'<'C<'frPi1 from th<'
Treasury Department, the staffs of th<' tax-writing committees, the
tax section of the Anmrica.n Bar Association, the Federal tax division
of the American Institute of Certific>d Public Accountants, and other
professional groups and in<lividua ls. Tlwsc comments have been taken
into account in developing the int.rodu'!ed bills.
1
Commitee Print, .Joint Committee on 'l'n:\.ntion, "Stnff Recommendations for
Simp1iflcation of Tax Rules Relating to SulJchupter S Corporations" (JCS-24-

80), Apr. 30, 1080.
~ The hill would nll'Y the re,·isions reC'ommende<l i11 thl' stnff stn<t,· in n nmuher
of l'l'SJlP<"h:;. A mo11g Sll<'h ynrinticms, for exnmpl<'. wonJrl he thC' rC'tention of a
limitation on gross receipts from foreign sources hy n snhchnpter S corporation
nml rete11tio11 of nn inn>:-.tmeut illl'Ollll' limitation on eor.porations with uccmuu-

latecl earnings and profits.

II. SUMMARY
In general, S. 2350 (the Subchapter S Revision Act of 1982) is intended to simplify and modify the tax rules relating to eligibility for
subchapter S status and the operation of subchapter S corporations.
This would be accomplished by removing eligibility restrictions that
appear unnecessary and by revising the rules relating to income, dist.rjbutions, etc., that tend to crl'ate traps for the unwary. The principnl changes that won]d be made by the bill are summarized below.

Eligibility
,vith respect to initial and continued eligibility of a corporation for
subchapter S treatment, the following changes would be made:
(1) The number of permitted shareholders would be increasecl
from 25 to 35 ;
(2) Differences in voting rights in common stock would not
violate the one-class-of-stock requirement;
(3) The present law rule which automatically terminates a
corporation's subchapter S election if more than 20 percent of a
corporation's gro~s l'<'Cl'ipts for any taxable> year are passive investment income would be eliminated for corporations which do
not have accumulated earnings and profits at the close of the taxable year; and
( 4) A person who becomes a shareholder of a subchapter S
corporation after the initial election of subchapter S status would
not have the power to terminate the election by affirmatively
refusing to consent to the election. Accordingly, the new shareholder would be bound by the initial <'lection until the election is
otherwise terminated.

Elections, revocatwns, and terminations
Tlrn hill would prod<le that an C'lection made on or before lhe
fifteenth day of th~ third month of the taxable year ,,·ould be effective
for the entire taxable year if all persons who held stock in the corporation during that year were individuals, estates, and qualified trusts,
and if all persons who held stock in the corporation at any time during
the year up to the time the election is made consent to the election.
If these requirements are not met, or if the elecHon is made later than
the fifteenth day of the third month of the taxable year, it would not
be effecti,·e until the subsequent taxable year.
An event occurring during the taxable year which causes a corporation to fail to meet the definition of an eligible corporation would
terminate the election as of the day on which the event occurred
( rather than as of the first day of the taxable year in which the event
occurred, as under present law). To minimize the effect of inadvertent
termination. the. bill would provide that the Internal Revenue Service may waive the terminating event so that the corporation may continue to be a subchapter S corporation notwithstanding that event.
(8)
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The bill would provide that an election could be revoked by those
shareholders holding a majority of the corporation's voting stock ( as
contrasted with the current rule, which requires all shareholders to
consent to a revocation). The present law rule allowing a revocation
filed during the first month of the taxable year to be effective for that
entire taxable year would be modified so that such a retroactive revocwtion may be filed on or before the fifteenth day of the third month
of the taxable year.

Passthrough of income, etc.
The bill would provide that the character of items of income,
deduction, loss, and credits of the corporation would pass through to
the shareholders in the same general manner as the character of such
items of a partnership passes through to partners. Thus, for example,
such items as tax-exempt interest, capital gains and losses, percentage
depletion, the source of allocation of foreign income or loss, and
foreign income taxes would pass through and retain their character
in the hands of shareholders.
As is the case under present law with respect to losses, income would
be passed through and allocated to shareholders on a per-share, perday basis.

Selection of taxable year
Under the bill, rules generally similar to those applicable to partnerships would apply to the selection of a taxable year for a subchapter S
corporation. The taxablu year of a corporation which makes a subchapter S election would be required to be either the calendar year,
or any other accounting period for which the corporation establishes
it business purpose to the satisfaction of the Treasury Department.
These rules also would apply to corporations currently operating
under subchapter S. However, a corporation with a subchapter S election in effect on December 31, 1982, could continue its current taxable
year so long as 50 percent or more of the outstanding stock in the
corporation on that date continue to be owned by the same shareholder.
For purposes of this transitional rule, transfers of stock through inheritance would not be considered changes in ownership.

Carryforward of loss
Under the bill, a subchapter S shareholder would be entitled to carry
forward a loss to the ex,t ent that the amount of the loss passed through
for the year exceeds the aggregate amount of the bases in his subr ha pter S stock and loans to the corporation. The loss carried forward
conlcl be dt><lncted only by that shareholder if uncl when the basis in
his or her stock of' or 'loans to, the corporaition is restored.

Distribution
The rules relating to distributions from subchapter S corporations
would be extensively revised.
Under the new rules, a corporation would not have earnings and
pro.fits attributable to any taxable year beginning after the date of
enactment if a subchapter S election is in effect for that year. For
corpor_ations with no earnings and profits, the amount of the distribution (generally, cash plus the fair market value of property) would
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be tax-free and would reduce· the shareholder's basis in his or her

stock. To the extent that the amount of the distribution exce.eded the
amount of the basis in the stock, capital gains would re.gult.
For corporations with accumulated earnings and profits, the distribution would be treated as a distribution by a corporation without
earnings and profits to the extent of the shareholder's portion of the
undistributed amount of subchapter S gross income less deducti!ble
expenses ( an "accumulated adjustment account"). Any amount in excess of the accumulated adjustment account would be treated under
the usual corporate rules, first as a. distribution out of accumulated
earnings and profits to the extent thereof.
Under the hill, hoth taxable ancl nontaxable. income and deductible
and nondeductible expenses would serve, respectively, to inc~se and
decrease the subchapter S &hareholder's basis in his or her stock in, and
loans to, the corpor3tion. These rules are generally analogous to those
provided for partnerships. Also, unlike present law, basis would be
restored to debt obligations as well as stock. Restoration of basis
would be made first to debt ( to the extent of prior reductions) and
then to stock. Under the bi11, gain would be recognized by a subchapter S corporation upon nonliquida;ting distributions of appreciated property.
Qualili,ed plans and fringe beneli,ts
Under the bill, rules similar to the partnership tax rn1es would apply
to pension and profit-sharing plans of a subchapter S corporation and
to employee fringe benefits. For this purpose, personr. owning two percent or more of the corporate stock would be treated as partners and a
10-percent owner would be treated as an owner-employee.
Treatment of transactions between corporation and related
parties
Under the bill, amounts accruing to any cnsh-hasis shareholder
owning two percent or more of the corporation's stock would be deductible only when paid.
Administration
The bill would )?rovide that the items of subchapter S income, deductions, and credits would be determined in audit and judicial proceedings at the corporate le,·el rather than at the shareholder level.
Shareholders woulc.l be given notice of, and the oppo1tunity to participate in, Internal Ren~nne Ser\'ice proceedings with the corporation.
Effective date
The bill generally wonlcl be. effectfre for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1982.

III. PRESENT LAW AND DESCRIPTION OF BILL
A. Eligibility for Subchapter S Treatment

Present Law
Under present law, a corporation is eligible to elect and continue
subchapter S status only if 1t (i) has no more than 25 shareholders,1
(ii) has no shareholder other than an individual who is a citizen or
1·es1dent of the i ·nitPcl States, an estate, 01· certain types of trusts 2
(grantor trusts, voting trusts, testamentary trusts for a 60-day period,
and certain "qualified subchapter S trusts"), (iii) is not a member of
an "affiliated group" of corporations, and (iv) has only one class of
stock.
A valid subchaf,ter S election will be terminated if a new shareholder affirmative y refuses to consent to the electlon, if the election
is revoked by all the shareholders, if more than 80 percent of the corporation's gross receipts for any taxable year are derived from sources
outside the United States, or if more than 20 percent of the gross
receipts for any taxable year consist of royalties, rents, interests, dividends, annuities, or gain on the sale or exchange of stock or securities.

Explanation of Provisions
1. Permitted number of shareholders (sec. 1361(b)(l)(A))

a

The number of permitted shareholders would be increased from 25
to 35. This number would correspond to the private placement exemption under Federal securities law. 4
2. One class of stock requirement (secs.1361(b)(l)(D) and (c)(4))

The outstanding shares of the corporation must continue to be
identical as the rights of the holders in the profits and in the assets
1

The maximum number was set at 10 when subchapter S was enacted and was
increased to 15 for certain corporations by the 1'ax Ret'orm Act of 1976. The Revenue Act of 1978 set the limit at 15 for all corporations. '.['he Eiconomic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981 increased the limit to 25.
For purposes of determining t-he number of shareholders, a husband and wife
are treated as one shareholder.
11
Trusts were not eligible to be shareholders under subchapter S, as enacted.
Yoting trusts, grantor trusts, and testamentary trusts became eligihlc shareholders under the Tax Reform Act of 1976. The Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 permitted as shareholders, trusts tu which sec. 678 applies (under which a
person other than the grantor -is t·r eated as the owner), and "qualified su'bcha1>ter
S trusts" (i.e., certain trusts in which the income beneficiary elects to be taxed,
as the owner).
a References are to sections oft-he Internal Revenue Code of 19:H as proposed
to be amended by S. 2350.
'Rule 506 of Regulation D issued pursuant to see. 4(2) of the Securities Act
of 1933.

(6)
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of the corporation. Uoweyer, unlike present law, diff~rences in vot.ing
rights among shares of common stock would be permitted by the b1ll. 11
3. Afflliated group (secs. 1361(b)(2)(A) and (c)(5))
The bill would retain the rule that a member of an affiliated group
of corporations is not eligible for subclrnpter S status; that is, an electing corporation cannot own 80 percent or more of the stock of another
corporation unless the other corporation has not begun business and
has no taxable income. The bill would provide that this rule also applies to the holding of any subsidiary-1 whether or not the corporation
would be eligible to file a consoliclatecl return with its subsidiary.
4. Eligible shareholders (secs. 1361(b)(l)(B), (c)(2), (c)(3), and
(d))

Present law would be retained. Only indidduals ( other than nonresident aliens), estates, ancl certain trusts would be eligible to hold
stock in the corporation. Foreign trusts, like foreign corporations and
nonresident aliens, would not be eligible shareholders.
5. Source of income (secs. 1361(b)(2) and 1362(d)(3) and (4))
The provision of present law that a ~ubchapter S corporation may
not derive more than 80 percent of its gross receipts from sources outside the United States would be retained.
The bill would generally repeal the requirement that a subchapter
S corporation may not have more than 20 percent of its gross income int.lie form of 1n~ssirn investment income. Howewr, that requiremrnt would continue to apply to those corporafr:ms which have, at the
close of the taxable year, accumulated earnings and profits from years
pri01· to electing the new subchapter S provisions.
In addition, a financial institution which is allowed a deduction for
bad debts under section 585 or 593, or an insurance company subject to
tax under the special insurance company rules of the Uode, could not
elect subchapter S. 6 These corporations are entitled to certain deductions not generally allmrnd to inclivicluals. l\Iany of these corporations
are not eligible for subchapter 8 treatment under present law because
of the passive income rules.
Possession corporations, DISC's, and former D~SC's would continue to be ineligible to elect subchapter S.i
GS. 23u0 would not amend the present law rule. determining whether a purported deut instrument constitutes a second class of stock. The courts have
ruled certain instruments are permissible under present law where their existence
offered no tax avoidance possiuilities, notwithstanding that under traditional tax
concepts these instruments would have normally ueen considered stock for tax
purposes (see, e.g., Portage Plastics Co. v. United States, 486 F. 2d 632 (7th Cir.
1973) , and the cases cited therein) . The Internal Revenue Service has announced
that it will not litigate cases factually similar to the facts in those cases (TIR1248 ( July 27, 1973) ) .
In addition, under present law, a subchapter S corporation may have outstanding options and warrants to acquire stock or debentures that are convertible
into stock (Rev. Rul. 67-269, 1967-2 C.B. 298).
e The Internal Revenue Service has ruled that life insurance companies may
not qualify as subchapter S corporations under present law (Rev. Rul. 74-344,
1974-2 C.B. 273) . The Service has also ruled that stock casualty insurance companies taxable under sec. 831(a) may elect subchapter S treatment (Rev. Rul.
74-437, 1974-2 C.B. 274).
7
Regulated investment companies and real estate investment trusts would continue to be ineligible because of the numerical shareholder limitations.

B. Election, Revocation, and Termination
Present Law
Under present law, an election to be taxed as a snbchapter R corporaton may be made :for any taxable year at any time during the precedin~ taxable year or at any time during the first 75 days of the
taxable year. 8 An election continues in effect for subsequent taxable
vears until it is terminated.
In order :for an election to be effertiYe. each shareholder on the day
the election is made must consent to the election. I:f a subchapter S elect.ion is terminated. a new election cannot he made by the co5poration
( or its successor) :for any year prior to its fifth taxable year oeginning
n:fter the taxable year during "·hich the termination is effective. unless
the Internal Revc>nne Sen·ice consents to an earlier election. '
Under present law: tlw term"ination of an election is generally retroactive to the first clay of the taxable year in which the terminating
event occurred. A termination automatically occurs i:f the corporation
fails to meet any of the eligibility requirements for subchapter Streatment. An election also terminates if all the shareholders of the corporation consent to a revocation. A revocation generally is effective
for the following taxable year. Finally, an election can be terminated
if a new shareholder affirmath·ely refuses to consent to the election on
or before the 60th day after he or she acquired the stock.
V

Explanation of Provisions
1. Making an election (secs. 1362(a) and (b))
An election made on or before the fifteenth day of the third month
of a corporation's taxable year would be efl:'Pctive for the entire taxable
year i:f the corporation meets all the eligibility requirements (including shareholder eligibility requirements) for that entire taxable year,
and if all persons who held stock in the corporation at any time during the J.)Ortion o:f the year before the election was made consented to
the election.
If the eligibility requirements are not met for the entire year in
which the election is made, if consents of all shareholders who had disposed of their stock J?rior to the making of the election are not obtained, or if the election is made a:fter the fifteenth day o:f the third
month of the year, the election would not become effective until the
next taxable year. This rule would eliminate any problem of allocation
of income and loss with respect to pre-election stockholders who either
were ineligible to hold subchapter S corporation stock or did not consent to the election.
8
Prior to an amendment made by the Re,enue Act of 1978, the election was
required to be made during the two-month period beginning one month before
the start of the taxable year.
(8)
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2. Termination of election (secs. 1362 (d), (e), and (g))

Generally, specific events during the taxable year which cause a
corporation to fail to meet the definition of a sma:11 business coi:,poration would result in a termination of the election as of the date on
which the event occurred ( rather than as of the first day of the taxable
year, as under present law). The eYents causing disqua1ification would
be: (1) exceeding the maximum allowable number of shareholders;
(2) transfer of stock to a corporation, partnership, ineligible trust, or
nonresident alien; ( 3) the crea ti.on of a class of stock other than the
voting and nonvoting common stock allowed; and ( 4) the acquisition
of a subsidiary ( other than cert a in non opera ting subsidiaries).
The day before the day on which the terminating event occurs would
be treated as the last day of a short subchapter S taxable year, and the
day on which the terminating event occurs would be treated as the first
day of a s~ort regular (i.e., subchapter C) taxa.ble year. There would
be no req.mrement that the books of a corporation be closed as of the
termination date. Instead, the corporation would be required to allocate the income or loss for the entire year (i.e., both short years) on a
daily proration basis.
However, the corporation could elect, with the consent of all persons
who were shareholders during the short subchapter S year, to report
the taxable income or loss on each return (subchapt.er 8 and subchapter C) on the basis of income or loss shown on the corporation's permanent records (including work pa,pers) . Under this method, items
would be attributed to the ~hort subchapter 8 and subchaptcr C years
according to the time they were, incurred or realized, as reflected in
such records.
The short subchapter S and subchapte.r C taxable :vears would be
treated as one year for purposes of carrying over previous subchapter
C losses. The income allocated to the su'bchapter (; taxable year would
be subject to annua'lization for purposes of applying the corporate rate
brackets. The return for the short snbchapter S year would be due on
the same date as the retum for the short. snbchapter C year is due.
As under present Taw, if a corporation's election tC'rminates because
the foreign income ]imitation or the passiYC' income limitation (to the
extent still applicable) is violated for any t.nxabfo year, the election
is terminated for that entire taxnhle year. ·
·
If an election is terminated, a new election cannot be made, without
the consent of the Internal Revenue Service. for five t.axable years ( as
under present law).
·'- Revocation of election (sec. 1362(d)(l))
An election could be revoked only by action of shareholdC'rs hokling
more than one-half of the corporation's voting stock.
The present law rule allowin~ a revocation filed during the first
mont.h of the taxable year to hr effective for that entire taxable vear
would be modified. Unrler the hill. a revocation filed np to and including the fifteenth day of the third month of the taxable year would be
effective. for the entire taxn ble year, unless a prospective effective date
was specified. The period during which a retroactive revocation could
be filed thus would correspond to the time period in which a retroactive
election may be made. Revocations made after the fifteenth day of the
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third month of the taxable year would be effective on the first day of
the following taxable year unless the revocation stated some other
prospc>rtfro <lute, in whirh caso it would be effective as oft.he specified
date.
Revocations which designate a prospective effective date would result in the splitting of the year into short subchapter Sand subchapter C taxable years with the tax consequences as discussed above m
connection with terminations.
A person becoming a shareholder of a subchapter S corporation
after the initial election would not have the power to terminate the election by affimatively refusing to consent to the election. He or she would
be bound by the initial election.
4. Inadvertent terminations (sec. 1362(f))
If the Internal Revenue Service determines that a corporation's subchapter S election was inadvertently terminated, the Service could
waive the effect of the terminating event for any period if the corporation timely con<'cts the <'\'<'Ht., and if the corporation and the> shareholders agree to be treated as if the election had been in effect for such
period.

C. Treatment of Income, Deductions, and Credits

Present Law
Under present ]aw, a snl>chapter S corporation is not subject to
the corporate income tax. An exception to this rule is the imposition
of a capital gains tax on certain subchapter S corporations, in ordf'r to
discourage the making of a "one-shot" subchapter S election.
Instead, the undistributed taxable income of the corporation is includible in gross income of the shareholders owning stock on the
last clay of the corporation's taxable year. Similar rules pass
through the credits of the corporation to its shareholders. Any net
operating loss of the corporation is passed through to the shareholders:
based on each shareholder's pro rata share of ownership in the corporation during the taxable year. Specific items (such as charitable contributions), other than the long-term capital gain portion of income,
do not pass through.
Income may be reallocated by the Internal Revenue Service among
shareholders who are family members as necessary to reflect the value
of services rendered.
A shareholder may deduct a loss only to the extent of the shareholder's adjusted basis in the stock of the corporation plus the shareholder's adjusted basis of any indebtedness of the corporation to the
shareholder. Loses in excess of this limitation may not be carried over.
A shareholder's basis in the stock of the corporation is increased by
the amount of undistributed taxable income taken into account, and
decreased by the shareholder's share of the net operating loss passed
thl'ongh. Losses redn'2e basis in any indebtedness after the stock basis
has been reduced to zero.

Explanation of Provisions
1. Treatment of corporations (secs. 1363(a), 1371(d), and 1374)
As under present law, a subchapter S corporation would not be subject to the corporate income tax, except for the present tax on capital
gains. This tax, which is imposed to limit use of subchapter S on a
temporary basis in order to pass capital gains through to shareholders,
would continue.
Under the bill, the tax imposed under section 47 in the case of an
early disposition of property on which an investment credit was
claimed would be imposed on the corporation with respect to property
purchased by the corporation prior to the effective date of the subchapter S election. The election would not be treated as a disposition
of the property by t.he corporation.
(11)
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2. Treatment of shareholders (secs. 1363(b) and (c), 1366, 1367,
1371(b), and 1373)
In general
The ibill would set forth new rules for the taxation of income earned
by, and the allowance of losses incurred by, subchapter S corporations.
These rules generally follow the present law rules governing the taxation of partners with respect to items of partnership income and loss.

Computation of corporate items
A subchwpter S corporation's taxable income would be computed
under the same rules presently applicaJble to partnerships under section 703, except that the amortization of organization expenditures
under section 248 would be an allowable deduction. As in the case of
partnerships, deductions generally allowable to individuals would be
allowed to subchapter S corporations. However, provisions of the
Code governing the computation of taxable income which are applicable only to corporations, such as the dividends receive,d deduction, would not apply. Items, the separate treatment which could affect the liability of any shareholder, would be treated separately.
Elections would generally ibe made at the corporate level, except for
those elections which the partners of a partnership may make separately ( such as the election to claim the foreign tax credit) .

Passthrough of items
The following examples illustrate the operation of the bill's passthrough rules:
a. Oapital gains and losses.-Gains or losses from sales or exchanges of capital assets would -pass through to the shareholders
as capital gains or losses. Net capital gains would no longer be
offset by ordinary losses at the corporate level.
b. Section 1~31 gains and losses.-The gains and losses oncertain property used in a trade or business would be passed through
separately and would be aggregated with the shareholder's other
section 1231 gains and losses. Thus, section 1231 gains would no
longer be aggregated with capital gains at the corporate level and
passed through as capital gains.
a. Charitable deduations.-The corporate 10-percent limitation
would no longer apply to contributions by the corporation. As in
the case of partnerships, these deductions would retain their
character as charitable contributions when passed through to the
shareholders, at which level tihey would be subject to the individual limitations on deductibility.
d. Tw-exempt interest.-Tax-exempt interest would pass
through to the share holders as such and would increase the shareholders' basis in their subchapter S stock. Because of the limitation of the earnings and pro.fits account ( discussed in III-D, below), subsequent distributions by the corporation would not result
in taxation of the tax-exempt income.
e. Fo'reign tawes.-Foreign taxes paid by the corporation would
pass through as such to the shareholders, who would claim snch
taxes either as dednctions or credits ( subject to the applicable
limitations). HoweYer, a subchapter S corporation would n~t be
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eligible for the foreign tax credit with -r,espect to taxes paid by a
foreign corporation in which the subchapter S corporation is a
shareholder; therefore, these taxes would not pass through to
its shareholders. Special foreign loss recapture provisions similar
to those of section 904 ( f) would apply to a corporation electing
out of subc.hapter S which had previously passed foreign losses
through to its shareholders. Rules concerning the source of income, including the capital gains source rule of section 904(b),
and the amount of creditable taxes, such as the rules of section
907 (a), would apply at the shareholder level.
f. Oreclits.-As with partnershi,ps, items involved in the determination of credits (snch as the basis of section 38 property for
purposes of computing amount of qualified investment eligible for
the investment tax credit) would pass through to the subchapter
S corporation's shareholders.
g. Depletion.. The present rules goYerning depletion with regard to partnership interests in minerals would apply to depletion
of properties of a subchapter S corporation ( see discussion in
section III-F, below, for special rules in the case of oil and gas
properties).
h. Foreign incom.e and loss.-Domestic losses and foreign losses
,vould pass through separately. If a corporation had foreign losses
and domestic income, or vice versa, each would pass through
separately to shareholders without aggregation at the corporate
level.
i. Othe1· items.-Limitations on the used property investment
tax credit ( sec. 48 ( c) ) , the expensing of certain depreciable business assets ( sec. 179), and the amortization of reforestation expenditures (sec. 194) would apply at both the corporate level and
shareholder level, as in the case of partnerships.
Carryovers from years in which the corporation was not a subchapter S corporation wonld not be allowed to the corporation while
1n snbcha.p ter S stat.us.
Shareholder treatment of items
As with the partners of a partnership, each shareholder of a subchapter S corporation would take into account separately his or her
pro rata share of items of income, deduction, credit, etc. of the corporation. These rules would parallel the partnership rules under section
702. Each shareholder's share of the items would be taken into account
in the shareholder's taxable year in which the corporation's year ends.
For these purposes: a. shareholder's pro rata share generally would
be determined in the same manner as the present law rule for passing
through net operating losses. In cases of transfers of subchapter S stock
during the taxable year, income, losses, and credits would be allocated
in essentially the same manner as when the election terminates during
the year. Thus, the allocation would be made on a per-share, per-day
basis unless t.he corporation, with the consent of its shareholders, elected
to allocate according to its permanent records ( including work papers).
A "conduit" rule for determining the character of items realized by
the corporation and included in the shareholder's pro rata share would
be the same as the partnership rule. Also, the "gross income" determina.tions made by a shareholder would parallel the partnership rule.
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Under the bill, items taken into account by members of the family of
a shareholder could he adjusted by the Internal Revenue Service as
necessary to reflect reasonable· compensation to the shareholder for
services rendered or capital furnished to the corporation. Both the
amount of compensation and the timing of the compensation could be
so adjusted.
As under present law, a shareholder's allowable pro ra:ta share of the
corporation's lo.ss would be limited to the sum of the shareholder's
adjusted basis in the stock of the corporation plus the shareholder's
adjusted basis of any indebtedness of the corporation to the sha.reholder. However, unlike present law, disallowed losses could be carried
forward or allowed in any subsequent ye.ar in which the shareholder
has adequate basis jn such stock or debt.
Subsequent to a termination of a. subchapter S election, these disallowed losses would be allowed if the shareholder's basis in hjs stock
in the corporation is restored by the lwter of the following dates :
(1) One yen.r after the effective date of the termination or the
due date for the last subchapter S return, whichever is later; or
(2) 120 days after a determinaition that the corporaition's su'bchapter S election harl terminated for a previons yNtr. ( ~\. determination would be defined as a court decision which becomes final,
a closing agreement, or an agreement between the corporation
and the Internal Revenue Service that the corporation failed to
qualify.)
3. Basis adiustment ( sec. 1367)
Under the bill, both taxa.ble and nontaxable income and deductible
and nondeductible expenses W'Ould serve, respectively, to increase and
decrease a subchapter S shareholder's basis in the stock of the corporation.
These rules would be analogous to those provided for partnerships
under section 705. Unlike the partnership rules, however, to the extent property distributions are treated as a return o.f basis. basis would
be reduced by the fair market value of these properties ( see scetion
III-D, below). Any pa.ssthrough of income for a particular year
( allocated according to the proportion of stock held in the corporation) would first increase the shareholder's basis in loans to the corporation to the extent the basis w:i.s previously reduced by the passthrough of lcmes.

D. Treatment of Corporate Distributions
Present Law
Under present law, the general rules applicable to distributions to
shareholders by regular corpora.tions apply to such distributions by
subchapter S corporations. Under the normal corporate rules, distributions of cash or other property are treated as taxable diYidends,
at fair market value, to the extent the corporation has either ctinent
or accumulated earnings and profits. Distributions in excess of earnings and profits are tax-free up to the shareholder's basis in the stock,
and any excess is then treated as gain from the sale of the stock.
In addition to the regular rules, speeial rules also apply to distributions by subchapter S corporations. These rules allow a corporation
to make tax-free cash distributions within 21h months after tJ1e
close of the taxa:ble year out of the prior year's undistributed
taxa,ble income to the extent of the shareholder's portion of that
income (sec. 1375(f) ). Also, cash distributions 'which are not distributions of the prior year's undistributed taxable income and which are
in excess of current earnings and profits qualify as tax-free distributions of a shareholder's previously taxed income to tl1e extent of that
income (sec. 1375(d) ). The right to receive previouslv taxed income
ic; not transferruble and terminates when the corporation's subchapter
S election terminates.
Property distributions by subchapter S corporations are treated
differently from cash distributions in that t.hey do not reduce the
amount of the current year's undistributed taxable income taxed to
the shareholder and do not qualify as distributions of oither undistributed taxable income or of previously taxed income. Also, property
distributions reduce earnings and profits by an amount equal to the
adjusted basis of the property distributed.
In summary, distributions of money liaYe the following tax consequences in the following order: (1) a tax-free distribution of undistributed taxable income to the extent thereof, if made within 21h
months after the end of the corporation's taxable year; (2) a dividend
to the extent of current earnings and profits; (3) a tax-free distribution to the extent of previously taxed income ( a special rule reverses
the order of items (2) and (3) in the case of certain accelerated depreciation); ( 4) a dividend to :the extent of accumulated earnings
and profits (the shareholder may elect to reverse the order of items
( 3) and ( 4) ) ; ( 5) reduction in the shareholder's basis in the stock of
the corporation; and ( 6) a taxable disposition of the stock.
Property distributions have the following tax consequences under
present law: ( 1) A dividend distribution to the extent of either current or accumulated earnings and profits; (2) reduction in the share(15)

holder's basis in the stock of the corporation; and ( 3) a taxable disposition of the stock.
Generally, distributions have no tax effect on the distributing corporation, except for distributions of LIFO inventory where the
"LIFO reserve" is recaptured, or distributions of property where the
liability exceeds basis, which results in gain to the extent of the excess
( sec. 311 (a), (b), and ( c)).

Explanation of Provisions
1. Taxation of shareholders (secs. 1368 and 1371(c))
Under the bill, the amount of any distribution to a shareholder
would equal the amount of cash distributed plus the fair market value
of any property distributed, as under present law.
The amount of a distribution by a corporation without accumulated earnings and profits would be 'tax-free to the extent of the shareholder's basis in the stock. The distribution would be applied to reduce
the shareholder's basis in his stock. To the extent the .amount of the
distribution exceeds basis, capital gains would result.
No post-1982 earnings of a subchapter S corporation would be considered earnings and profits for this purpose. Thus, under the bill, a
corporation would not have earnings and profits attributable to any
taxable year beginning after 1982 if a subchapter S election was in
effect for that year. However, a corporation could have earnings and
profits attributable to (1) taxable years for which an election was not
in effect; (2) taxable years beginning prior to 1983 for which an election was in e:ffect ; and ( 3) a corporate acquisition which resn lts in a
carryover of earnings and profits under section 381.
A distribution by a subchapter S corporation with accumulated
earnings and profits would be treated as if made by a subchapter
S corporation with no earnings and profits up to the amount in the
corporation's accumulated adjustment account ( i.e., gross income less
deductible expenses, uot previously distri'buted) .9 Any excess would
then be treated as a dividend up to the amount of accumulated earnings
and profits; any residual amount would then be applied against the
shareholder's remaining basis in his stock; and, finally, any remainder
of the distribution would be treated as capital gain.
Thus, under the bill, shareholders of subchapter S corporations with
accumulated earnings and profits generally would be assured of taxfree treatment with respect to distributions, regardless of when made,
to the extent of the corporation's accumulated adjustment account.
The rules described above would apply to the transferee of stock in
a subchapter S corporation regardless of the manner in which the
transferee acquired the stock.

2. Treatment of corporation (sec. 1363(d))
Gain would be recognized by a subchapter S corporation on any
distribution of appreciated property, other than distributions in complete liquidation of the corporation. This rule results from the com'The effect of excluding tax-exempt income from the accumulated adjustments
account is to require accumulated earnings and profits to be distributed before
tax-exempt income is considered distributed.
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bination of the elimination of earnings and profits for subchapter 8
years and the retention of the fair market value distribution rule.
Without this rule, assets could be distributed tax-free ( except for recapture in certain instances) and subsequently sold without income
recognition to the selling shareholder because of the stepped-up fair
market value basis.

E. Taxable Year of Corporation
Present Law
Under present law, shareholders of a subchapter S corporation take
into account undistributed taxable jncome and net operating losses for
their taxable years in which the subchapter S taxable year ends.
No special rules limit the taxable year which the corporation may
se.lc>ct.. As a l'C'snlt, a clc,fC'rrnl of tax can result if a taxable year ending
shortly after the end of the shareholder's taxable year is selected.

Explanation of Provision ( sec. 1378)
Under the bill, the taxable year of a subchapter S corporation
would be required to be either a year ending December 31, or any
other taxable year for which it establishes a business purpose to the
satisfaction of the Internal Revenue Service.
A corporation which is a subchapter S corporation during the taxa:ble year which includes December 31, 1982, would be permitted to
retain its existing taxable year so long as at least 50 percent of tJhe
stock in the corporation is owned by the same persons who owned such
stock on Decemiber 31, 1982. However, to retain subchapter S status
for taxable years beginning after the day on which more than 50 percent of its stock has changed ownership subsequent to Decc>mber 31,
1982, the corporation would have to conform to the general taxable
year rule and either use the calendar year or establish a business purpose for a di:fferent year. For these purposes, transfers of shares
by reason of the shareholder's death wonld not be considered changes
in ownership.
(18)

F. Other Rules
1. Treatment of pension and p1·0:fit-sharing plans

Present Law
Under present law, a pension or profit-sharing plan of a subchapter
S corporation is subject to special rules which are in addition to the
tax-qualification requirements applicable to plans of other corporations. However, beginning in 1984, the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 generally eliminates the distinctions between the
qualification rules of different types of entities.

Explanation of Provision ( sec. 1372(a))
Under the bill, a pension or profit-sharing plan of a subchapter S
corporation generally would be treated as an H.R. 10 plan under the
tax qualification requirements of the Code and also for purposes of
the othC'r tax rule's relating to qualified plans. (Because of the changes
made by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 198~, this
prodsion of thC' bill \i·ill become redundant after 1983.)
2. Treatment of fringe benefits

Present Law
Under present law, the statutory exemptions for fringe benefits
applicable to shareholder-employees of regular corporations also apply
in the case of subchapter S corporations. The benefits include the
following:
( 1) the $5,000 death benefit exclusion (sec.101 (b)) ;
(2) the exclusion from income of amounts paid for an accident
and health plans ( sec. 105 ( b), ( c), and (cl) ) ;
(3) the exclusion from income of amounts paid by an employer
to an accident and health plan (sec. 106);
( 4) the exclusion of the cost of up to $50,000 of group-term life
insurance on an employee's life ( sec. 79) ; and
(5) the exclusion from income of meals or lodging furnished
· for the convenience of the employer (sec.119).

Explanation of Provision (sec.1372(c))
Under the bill, the treatment of fringe benefits of any person owning more than two percent of the stock of the corporation would be
treated in the same manner as a partner in a partnership. Thus, for
example, amounts paid for the medical care of a shareholder-employee
"·ould be deductible by that, indi\'idual only to the extent personal
medical expenses would be allowed as an itemized deduction under
section 213.
(19)
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3. Treatment of oil and gas production
Present Law
Under present law, the allowance for depletion (including depletion
with respect to oil and gas wells) for a subchaper S corporation is
computNL by the corporation and taken into account in determining
the taxable income of the subchapter S corporation. The depletion
deductions taken into account in determining earnings and profits
of a subchapter S corporation are computed based on cost depletion.
Thus, when a subchapter S corporation claims percentage depletion,
it may generate current earnings and profits in excess of taxable
income, and amounts distributed in excess of taxable income may be
taxed as a dividend to the shareholders.
The right to claim percentage depletion with respect to oil and gas
,velJs is lnnited under present law to certain independent producers
and royalty owners. To prevent a proliferation of interests eligible for
percentage depletion, present law provides anti-transfer rules which
hmit the abiJu,y of transferees to claim percenta~e depletion on production attributable to an interest 1n proven 011 or gas properties
transferred after 1974.
Generally, a transfer from an individual to a subchapter S corporation will result in the loss of percentage depletion unless the special
rules provided in section 613A(c) (10). are satisfied. In essence, these
rules require that the corporation's stock be issued solely in exchange
for oil and gas properties and that there be an allocation of the barrelper-day limitation on percentage depletion between the corporation
and the individuals contributing the property. Similarlv, the transfer
of an oil and gas property from the subchapter S corporation to one
or more of the shareholders would result in the loss of percenta~e depletion for production from the transferred property. However, the
subchapter S election by a regular corporat10n is not treated as a
transfer (Rev. Rul. 80-43, 1980-1 C.B. 133).
Under present law, the windfall profit tax is imposed upon the pl'Oclucer of domestic crnde oil. In the case of a snbchapter S corporation,
the producer of crude oil is the corporation and not the individual
Hlutrehoiclers. The transfer of property :from or to a corporation would
he a. transfer resultincr in the loss of lower rates on production by independent producers, unless one of the specified exceptions to the antitransfer rules applied.

Explanation of Provision (sec. 3 (a) and (b) of the bill)
Under the bill, the allowance for depletion in the case of oil and
gas properties held by a snbchapter S corporation would be computed in a manner similar to that used in the computation of depletion in the case of partnerships. Specifically, the percentage or cost
depletion allowance would be a,·ailable directly to the shareholders of
the subchapter S corporation and would be computed separately by
each individual shareholder. Each shareholder would be treated aR
having produced his or her pro rata share of the production of tlw
subchapter S corporation and C'ach shareholder wonlcl he a11orat<'<l
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his or her respect.in share of the adjusted basis of the subchapter S
corporation in each oil or gas property held by the corporation.
For purposes of applying the anti-transfer rules in the percentage
depletion provisions, the subchnpter S corporation would be treated as
a partnership and the shareholders would be treated ns partners, Similarly, an election by a rC'gular corporation to become a subchapter S
corporation would be treatecl as a. transfer of all the property of the
corporation effective on th<' clay on which the <'lection takes effect.
Finally, for purpos1.>s of the anti-transfer rules, the termination of
a subchapter S election and tlw reversion to regular status woultl be
treated as a transfer by the shar<'holders of all the assets of the subchapter S corpora,tion fo the r<'g-nlar corporation.
For purposPs of the windfall profit tax, a subchapter S corporation would be treated as a partnership. Specifically, any subchapter S
corporation which would otherwise be treated as a producer of crude
cil ,,onld not b1.> so tr<>ntNl; inst<:>ad, all the crude oil produced by that
corporation would be.' allocated among the shareholders in proportion
to each shareholder's pro rata share of the income of the corporation.
Each shareholder entitled to an allocation of crude oil would be
treated as the producer of that crude oil for purposes of the windfall
profit tax. Thus. for purposes of the indep<:>ndent producer lower rates
(including the anti-transfer rules), the snbchapter S corporation
v,·onld be>. trC'atecl as a partnership and the shnr1.>holders of the subchapter S corporation would be treated as partners of the partnership.
,t. Treatment of expenses owed to shareholders

Present Law
Under present law, a subchapter S corporation, in order to obtain a
dciduction for business expenses or interest payable to a cash-basis
shareholder owning ( after application of the constructive ownership
rules of sec. 267 ( c) ) more than 50 percent of the stock of the corporation, must actua1ly pay such items not later than 2% months after the
close of its taxable year. If the shareholder owns 50 percent or less of
the stock, a subchapter S corporation on the accrual method of accounting may accrue the deduction ( to the extent otherwise allowable)
notwithstanding that the shareholder does not include the amount in
income until actually paid.

Explanation of Provision (sec. 3(g) of the bill)
The bill would place a subchapter S corporation on the cash method
of accounting for purposes of deducting those expenses and interest
owed to a cash-basis shareholder who owns at least two percent of the
stock in the corporation. Thus, the timing of the corporation's deductions (which are taken into account on the shareholder's returns) and
the shareholder's income would match. Also, no deductions would be
lost if payment is made after the 21f2-month period expires.

G. Tax Administration Provisions

Present Law
Under present law, a taxpayer's individual tax liability is determined in proceedings between the Internal Revenue Service and the
individual whose to.x liability is in dispute. Thus, any issues involving
the income or deductions of a subchapter S oorporaition are determined separately in administrative or judicial proceedings involving
the individual shareholder whose tax liability is affected. Statutes of
limitations apply at the individual level, based on the returns filed by
the individual. The filing by the corporation of its return does not
affect the statute of limitations applicable to the shareholders.

Explanation of Provision (sec. 1375)
Under the bill, the tax treatment of items of subchapter S income,
loss, deductions, and credits generally would be det.ermined at the
corporate level. Shareholders would be given notice of any administrative or judicial proceeding at which such items wou]d be determined.
Further, each shareholder would be given the opportunity to participate in these proceedings. Shareholders would be required to file
returns consistent with the corporate return or notify the Internal
Revenue Service of the inconsistency.
( Similar provisions were made applicable to partnerships by the Tax
F..;quity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982.)

H. Effective Date and Transitional Rules (sec. 1379)
The bill would apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,
1982. Existing subchapter S corporations would be treated under the
new rules for the first taxable year beginning nfter that date. Taxfree distributions of undistributed taxable income from the last preenactment year could be made. Also, previously taxt~d income could
be distributed during the first post-enactment year and the 2%month period after the close of that year. Carryforwards, such as
capital loss carryforwards and charitable contribution carryovers
from the corporation's last pre-enactment year, wou)d be treated as
sustained in the first post-enactment year.
(22)

IV. OTHER CONGRESSIONAL ACTION
H.R. 6055, which is identical to S. 2350, was introduced on April 1,
J S82, in the House of Representatives by Chairman Rostenkowski and
l\fr. Conable.
That bill was r!3ported, with amendments, by the Subcommittee on
Select Revenue l\feasures to the Committee on Ways and l\ieans on
July 15, 1982. The following amendments were made by the subcommittee.
·

Passive income test
The passive income test ( which i11e bill retains for corporations with
accumulated earnings and profits) wou]d be modified, under the subcommittee amendments, by excepting interest on deferred payment
sales of inventory; etc., and income from the conduct of a ]ending or
finance business ( as defined in sec. 542 ( c) ( 6) ) , from the definition of
passive investment income. Also, only the net gain from the sale or
exchange of capital assets (other than stock or securities) would be
treated as the gross receipts from the disposition of those assets.

Second class of stock
The bill as amended by the subcommittee would I?rovide that a
corporation's subchapter S election would not be termmated because
the corporation has outstanding anv straight-debt instrument which is
held by a person who is eligible to hold su bchapter S stock.
Straight-debt would generally mean a written unconditional promise to pay on demand or on a specified date a sum ,certain in money, so
long as the interest rate is fixed and the instrument is not convertible
into stock. The determination of whether an instrument which does
not meet these safe-harbor requirements is a second class of stock
would be made under generally applicable tax principles regarding
classifica.tion. The Treasury could prescribe regulations to coordinate
the treatment of any safe-harbor instrument. which otherwise is treated
as equity with other provisions of the Code.

Foreign income test
The foreign income test would be repealed by the subcommittee
amendments.

"Grandfather' provisions
Foreign or DISO subsidiary rule
A corporation with a foreign subsidiary or a DISC subsidiary
which on June 23, 1982, was a -subchapter S corporaition could remain a subchapter S corporation so long as its election does not terminate, and the majority of its stock is not transferred after 1982.
PreviowJly t011)e,d, income
Present-law rules allowing previously taxed income to ibe distijbuted tax-free would continue indefinitely under the subcommittee
(23)
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ame11;~ents, for income earned under the current subchapter S
provisions.
0 aJtUalty insurance company
The amendments to subchapter S otherwise made by the bill would
not apply under the subcommittee amendments, to a casualty insurance company described in section 831 (a) if either( a) the corporation was a subchapter S casualty insurance
company on July 12, 1982;
(b) the corporation was formed prior to April 1, 1982, and
proposed, through a written private offering first circulated to
investors prior to that date, to elect to be taxed as a subchapter S
corporation and to he operated on an established insurance
exchange; or
( c) the corporation is approved for membership on an established insurance exchange pursuant to a written agreement entered into before December 31, 1982, and the corporation is engaged in the casualty insurance business before the end of 1984.
The grandfather rn le for these casualty insurance companies would
continue untH either the subchapter S election is terminated, or more
than one-half the stock ceases (other than by reason of death) to be
held by persons holding the stock on December 31, 1984.
Miscellaneous technical provisions
The subcommittee amendments would modify the bill to provide
that a shareJholder's portion of the corporation's income or loss for
the taxable year in which the shareholder dies would be included on
the shareholder's final tax return.
Also, the subcommittee amendments would clarify the provision
allowing a shareholder to take into account his or her share of the
corporation's loss in the year the corporation's stock becomes worthless.

V. REVENUE EFFECT
The revenue effects of this bill with respect to both amounts and
timing cannot be estimated with precision. However, the net effect of
the bill probably would be a revenue loss of leRs than $10 million
itnnually during the next several years.
The provisions affecting eligibility for subchapter S treatment are
expected to reduce budget receipts by less than $5 million annually.
The provisions a:ffectmg election, revocation, and termination of subchapter S status are expected to have a negligible revenue effect.
The provisions dealing with treatment of income, deductions, and
credits are expected to reduce budget receipts by a negligible amount.
The provisions dealing with treatment of corporate distributions are
expected to reduce budget receipts by a negligible amount.
The provision affecting taxable year of corporations is expected to
increase 1budget receipts by a small amount.
All other provisions are not expected to have any significant impact
on budget receipts.
(25)
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